RAPID RESPONSE
PROJECT ON COVID-19
SUPPORTED BY UNESCO, NEW DELHI

A REPORT BY

CONTEXT
As

the

world

tries

to

battle

a

pandemic,

messaging

is

a

key

tool

towards

controlling the spread of COVID-19. While India is following strict lockdown
measures

in

order

to

break

the

chain

of

spread,

consistent

and

correct

messaging to people is absolutely crucial. The character of COVID is local, thus
the relevance of content has to be very local - in languages and dialects that
are spoken and best understood. Information needs to reach and penetrate the
most remote areas, reflecting the local needs and sensibilities of the audiences.
Under these circumstances, the most powerful medium for communicating to
masses - addressing panic, trauma, violence, hunger, health issues (other than
COVID-19) – is the Community Radio, a hyper local media that makes the Local
Vocal. CR is an ideal medium for spreading awareness, broadcasting credible
content in the regional dialect, and enjoys the trust of its community.

Since March 22, a number of CR stations took upon themselves the job of
creating awareness among the communities they serve. After close to 40 days
they are all encountered a problem: lack of content. A fatigue had set in. District
administration did not have much more to say, local doctors were running out of
ideas, experts had exhausted themselves.

While symptoms of the disease and precautions against COVID-19 were being
emphasised

on

experiencing

through

various

exhaustion

in

media

creating

outlets,

and

most

of

maintaining

the

a

CR

stations

constant

are

stream

of

credible messaging, as well as engaging the audience with innovative content.
They are also confined by the draconian laws of misinformation and thus prefer
to be conservative, repetitive and non-controversial.

This

further

gave

misinformation

-

rise
a

lot

to
of

other
it

is

issues:

they

circulating

are

not

around.

sure

For

on

how

example,

to

handle

should

they

recommend cow urine as a solution because a central government minister has
suggested it or not? They were also confronted with dilemmas of stigmatisation,
marginalisation of those tested positive - how much to share on a local radio
and what not to share, can the information shared by them provoke a riot, a
gathering, a protest? What is safe, secure, vetted and credible information?
There are many questions which people did not have answers to.

In such a situation, it becomes absolutely imperative for broadcasters to have
access to information on COVID-19 spread over a broad spectrum, which they
can

further

disseminate

to

their

respective

communities

fearlessly

through

various programming formats, in order to keep their audiences informed and
updated.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Donor Agency:

UNESCO, New Delhi

Implementing Agency:

Seeking Modern Applications for Real

Transformation (SMART)
Duration of the project:

Deliverables:

Format:

75 days

60 Scripts + 8 interviews (5 more to be sent)

Short scripts of 3-5 minute bulletins in 7 languages,

with ample scope for contextualising the content into other
formats
Languages:

Hindi, English, Marathi, Telugu, Tamil, Assamese,

Gujarati
Number of Community Radio Stations Reached -

Estimated Population Reach -

Number of Broadcasts -

295

75 Million

Over 20,000 programs
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CONTENT DESCRIPTION
General content:

Content

on

ways

of

transmission,

symptoms,

preventive

measures, hand and respiratory hygiene, do’s and don’ts and other general
information.

Content from a gender perspective:

Focused content on women regarding

COVID-19, including information around pregnancy and breastfeeding, nutrition
requirements, food that acts as immunity booster, busting myths regarding
transmission of disease through food or food packaging, and so on; economic
self-sufficiency, discrimination as well as domestic violence.

Need of the hour: Content

which is applicable to people at large and yet not

being talked about. Addressing issues such as what should be done if someone
in your family/neighbourhood has tested positive for COVID-19; what to do if
you are in a COVID-19 hotspot; demystification of concepts such as social
distancing,

quarantine,

lockdown,

how

to

manage

a

funeral

of

a

corona

positive person etc.

Myth busters/tackling misinformation:
news

about

Coronavirus

and

busting

it,

Taking
as

myths/misinformation/fake

well

as

sharing

the

correct

information.

Stigma and discrimination:
disruption,

violence

and

With a spike in cases, many instances of social

discrimination

against

suspected

and

confirmed

patients have come forward. It is important to maintain peace and social
cohesion at this point and not blame any particular community. Programmes
focused

towards

addressing

stigma,

discrimination

and

maintaining

social

harmony.

Bulletins:

Regular bulletins covering the status of COVID-19 in the immediate

community can be broadcast. This can include updates on the number of
positive cases, number of people under surveillance/quarantined, areas sealed,
timings to procure groceries/rations, procedure to obtain a curfew pass, etc.

Consolidation

and

simplification

of

government

advisories:

The

government at the Centre is regularly issuing advisories and notices with regard
to COVID-19. Some overruling the previous ones. Consolidating, simplifying and
updating the information in these advisories is important, so that the various
stations can broadcast them.
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ABOUT UNESCO
UNESCO India office is designated as a Cluster Office and is a platform for
delivery of activities in all areas of UNESCO’s competence, namely education,
natural and social sciences, culture, communication and information. It has a
long standing tradition of partnering with institutions, entities, networks and
individuals, as well as governments and inter-governmental organisations. As
part of its communication and information portfolio, UNESCO partnered SMART
to create credible and authentic content on COVID-19, and disseminate it
through community radios across India. The effort was to provide content that
could stimulate the anchors, given enough opportunity to localise the issues,
add information that was specific and relevant to the communities and be
broadcast in different languages.

SEEKING MODERN
APPLICATIONS FOR REAL
TRANSFORMATION (SMART)
SMART has been working with vulnerable communities, with a focus on women,
since

1997.

Committed

towards

creating

awareness

and

empowering

communities to speak up and stand up for their rights and entitlements, it uses
new and traditional communication technologies to help create a more just
social and economic order with a mission to eradicate poverty through gender
equality, improved family health, protection of the environment and promotion
of

democratic

participation

of

minorities.

SMART

has,

in

the

past,

trained

several community reporters across the country, and helped organisations set
up CR stations. It has hosted capacity building workshops for over 200 stations
in India.

Over the last 4 months, SMART has developed over 300 hours of content on
COVID-19 and related issues. This has been broadcast on its community radio
station, Radio Mewat, located in Haryana's Nuh district.
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CONTENT ON COVID
With a humble grant from UNESCO, SMART developed exclusive content and
brief bulletins for all community radio stations across the country.

The content was shared in 7 languages with all the 295 operating stations.
The languages were chosen on the basis of states that were witnessing a surge
of COVID-19 cases and had turned into hotspots.

Operating stations were brought on board to translate the content. This served
two purposes:

1. The content was translated into spoken and simple language
2. They became stakeholders in the content development

The content moved beyond just the health aspect and has also encompassed
other facets of the pandemic, for example, the economic impact on various
sectors, its effect on people’s mental health and a spike in domestic violence
cases

against

(women,

women.

children,

Content

farmers,

targeting

migrant

specific

workers

and

segments
so

on)

of

has

audience

also

been

developed and shared.

We have also been translating the resource material in 7 languages, based on
the list of COVID-19 hotspots issued by the Government of India and circulating
them in the respective states. For this we are taking help of community radio
stations from Maharashtra, Gujarat, Assam, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.
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LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS BY

PREETI SONI

SACHIN MENDUKALE

GUJARATI

MARATHI

JAYALAKSHMI CHITTOOR

BHASKAR ACHARYA

ENGLISH

ASSAMESE

GAYATHRI USMAN

K V S H PRASAD

TAMIL

TELUGU

ALOK KUMAR
HINDI
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EPISODES
Till now we have circulated over 60 scripts and interviews on COVID-specific
themes, which include:

Understanding Coronavirus
Symptoms
Precautions
Washing Hands
Masks and why they are important
Social Distancing
Nutrition during the pandemic
How to keep your food safe
Protocols for sanitising surfaces and different items
Self-Isolation protocols
Demystifying Quarantine
Frontline Warriors and their role
Safety of community health workers
Domestic violence during the epidemic
Coronavirus challenges in villages
Myths and misinformation
At-risk age groups
Corona and people with disabilities
Understanding comorbidities
Testing
Balancing Immunity during Corona times
Safeguarding children from Corona
Tips for work from home
Safety for farmers
Safety for grocery stores
Safety measures for those selling essential items
Safety in Mandis
Lockdown 4 - What is allowed and what is locked
Lockdown 5.0
Unlock 1.0 Guidelines & Rules
Deconstructing Prime Minister's Economic Package for Self-Reliant India
Measures to make MSMEs self-reliant
Guidelines regarding the safety of industrial units
Garib Kalyan Rozgar Abhiyan
Rules for railway travel
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Guidelines for Air Travel
Guidelines for religious places
Opening up of restaurants/malls
WHO updated guideline on the use of masks
Coronavirus - spread facts, not fear
Fresh guidelines for Central Government staffers
Caring for Children severely affected by Corona
Caring for elderly at home
Surakshit Dada-Dadi, Nana-Nani Abhiyaan
SHGs can combat corona pandemic
Corona pandemic impact on child labour and forced labour
Corona Impact and strategies for education sector in India
Corona Epidemic impact on health and nutrition
Cyber safety during Corona
Revised WHO advice for the public, Myth busters
WHO advice for the public, Myth busters-2
Coronavirus parenting tips
Psychosocial Support for Children during COVID-19
What to do if you think you have COVID
Measures to overcome stigma and discrimination
Caring for a Coronavirus recovered patient
Coronavirus do's and don'ts
Corona Epidemic - How you can manage your finances after job loss

INTERVIEWS
As

part

of

our

conversations

on

COVID,

we

have

conducted

a

series

of

interviews with experts and heads of organisations on the impact of COVID19. So far we have spoken to:

Dr VK Paul, Niti Aayog
Dr Srinath Reddy, President PHFI
Dr Santosh Mehrotra, a leading Economist and Head of Institute of
Labour Studies, JNU
Ms Nishtha Satyam, Acting Head, UN Women
Mr Surajit Roy, Director, Apprenticeship, NSDC
Ms. Kanta Singh, Country Programme Manager UN WOMEN
Dr Yasmin Ali Haque, the India Representative of UNICEF
G Rajaraman, Sports Communicator
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FEEDBACK FROM COMMUNITY
RADIOS
I would like to thank you for sharing your innovative idea on value addition to
listeners by providing us with scripts for varied themes which will not only
address the preventive measures on COVID-19 but other relevant and required
issues

that

evolved

because

of

the

prolonged

national

lockdown.

The

introduction of this program by SMART deserves a lot of appreciation and is
highly commendable.

FEEDS CR, Manipur
Thank you so much for all the programs as well as the scripts on COVID-19
pandemic. We find all the scripts very useful as they are helping us to save time
because we are working on limited staff due to this pandemic. Along with the
scripts we are also making few programs based on the said topic.

FTII, Maharashtra
Thank you for sharing very useful and effective stuff on COVID-19 in GUJARATI
language. The content was broadcast and will be repeated also. The language
and theme are very appropriate. The explanation is very clear and impressive.
Some minor change in words were made to accommodate local words. Thanks
for sharing stuff.

Junagadh Janvani CR,Gujarat
This is a real smart work. We are happy to be a part of it. The scripts in English
is good and we can keep moving on the same track. Hope our Tamil translation
is useful. Thank you.

Kadal Osai, Tamil Nadu
We are overwhelmed to receive informative scripts on COVID-19 from you. Hats
off

to

the

gesture

of

sharing

the

script

with

so

many

CRS.

It

is

highly

appreciated.

Radio 7, Rajasthan
On behalf of Community Radio JIMS Vasant Kunj 90.4 Mhz, i would like to
thank you for the wonderful scripts shared by regularly on COVID-19. The
scripts are very well written and we are making programs on them. It is really a
difficult task to do a series of scripts on a topic like COVID and by sharing
them with stations you have made our task easier in raising awareness on this
pandemic. Best wishes and stay safe and healthy.

JIMS CR, Delhi
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FEEDBACK FROM COMMUNITY
RADIOS
We have received your scripts. They are useful to our listeners. We are working
on

COVID-19

pandemic

on

awareness,

interviews

of

doctors

and

experts,

phone-in programs since March. In addition to that, the scripts are interesting
too.

Yeralavani CR, Maharashtra
Thank you so much for the episodes. Our RJs are translating them into Nepali
language. They are indeed very grateful.

Radio Salesian, West Bengal
Thank you so much for the content feed on COVID-19, it is very useful in these
times, when we are working with bare minimum staff.

Gurgaon Ki Awaaz, Haryana
We are using this content as it is very useful for us. It covers various aspects of
the pandemic and is very informative for our listeners.

Global Radio, Kerala
We have broadcast programmes on all the scripts received from SMART.

Radio Basti, Uttar Pradesh
These are amazing scripts and ideas. We are broadcasting them everyday.

Loudspeaker Radio, Uttar Pradesh
Thanks to the SMART team for sharing programme scripts on COVID-19 in Hindi
language. They are very useful with simple and authentic information. More or
less all issues with govt schemes are covered under them. Kumaon Vani CRS is
using them to broadcast on every Thursday and Sunday at 10:00 am and
repeats on the same day at 02:00 pm since 21 May 2020.

Kumaonvani, Uttarakhand
Hope you and your family are in good health and are safe. Thank you for the
scripts. They are all well drafted and bring important Awareness related to
Health and Economy. We on behalf of Salaam Namaste Community Radio
thank you for being a support.

Radio Salam Namaste, Uttar Pradesh
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SNAPSHOTS FROM CR STUDIOS

